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and earthy textures, the interior designer evokes a virtual portrait of Brazil in the sun-drenished room of his apartment September 1, 2011A living room interior designer Alberto Pinto's Rio de Janeiro apartment, which was renovated by architect Thiago Bernardes of Bernardes + Jacobsen. The Nancy Graves painting hangs above Pinto's
designed sofa, and the dark wood chairs of William Haines. The open stairs are polished chrome. At one end of the living room under a Marc Quinn painting, a Pinto designed for daláp pillows made from recycled vintage leopard coats; The chairs of T. H. Robsjohn-Gibbings, and the candlesticks of Kenzo Takada in Baccarat.Overlooking
the Cagarras archipelago, the Marcel Coard table is home to an ivory turtle, an Art Deco vase, and sculptural coconut de mer seeds. Antique fabric from India spreads pillows in the television room; Hubert le Gall designed the Romulus mirror. Made of butterfly wings, the dining room's striped panels create visual interest while hiding
shelves for porcelain and silver. The woven rope carpet is topped with a Brazilian white-painted wooden table and Robsjohn-Gibbings chairs upholstered in cheetah-spot cotton. The Sam Francis painting joins a trio of bronze Jacques Darbaud.Striped in black and white, Pinto's bedroom has a Mimmo Paladino painting and a giant
ammonia fossil; The bed linen of Frette.A work Marcos Coelho Benjamin appears above the bar; Porcelain figurines are antique. Bleached-mahogany cabinets line the designer dressing room, where a button-fluffy Italian chair is covered with faux crocodile. Hervé Van der Straeten sconces the Ralph Pucci International frame reflecting on
the portrait of Marc Quinn in the master bath; Vanity was custom-made. Also in the master bath, a desk is overpowered by an Almir Reis photograph of volleyball at Ipanema Beach; The parchment lamps of the 1970s, and the chair philippe hurel in Profiles.The bleached wooden walls have a hallway and a guest room too. The door is
located laterally with ebonized bookshelves, which wear Thai brass and tin-shaped candlesticks. Decorated with soft blue walls, this guest room is bold a baroque red varnish secretary and a Suzani blanket. The cool blue-beige guest room was buoyed by splashes of red, courtesy of duvets from the Savoie region of France; The '40s table
has a Jean Royère gold-plated wooden mirror, and the Paul Dupré-Lafon lamps are covered with Hermès leather. Alexander Calder's work on iracsán is another guest room maguey-fiber wall hanging hand-woven Central American in the 70s; Designed by Pinto, the bed is upholstered with a mixture of leather and fabric.
Exploredecorcontributor:Carlos Mota Skip to main contentAD rounds up the top architectural attractions in Brazil's most captivating cityMarch 25, 2016The statue of Cristo Redentor sits at the summit of the 700-meter Corcovado Mountain in Tijuca Forest National Park, which faces the city. Designed by French sculptor Paul Landowski,
built by Brazilian engineer Heitor da Silva Costa, it is made of greasestone and reinforced concrete and completed in 1931 after nine years in construction. In 2007, he was chosen as one of seven new wonders in the world. Powered by Expedia Come on a fantastic private tour of Rio de Janeiro in the beautiful resort area of Búzios. There
will be a lot of sightseeing options on different beaches on this tour. With about 11 hours at your disposal, the guide will help you choose the activities you want to do. RouteIt is a typical route of the productStop At: Rua das Pedras, Armacao dos Buzios, State of Rio de JaneiroShopping or just walk down the streetTime: 1 hourStop At:
Geriba Beach, Armacao dos Buzios, State of Rio de JaneiroIt is the first stop. Relax on the beach. Duration: 1 hourStop At: Tartaruga Beach, Armacao dos Buzios, Rio de JaneiroStateStop pictures or relax on the beachTime: 1 hourStop At: Azeda Beach, Armacao dos Buzios, Rio de JaneiroRelax on the beachDuration: 1
hourDeparts:Pickup is available from most major hotels in the zones Sao Conrado , Leblon, Ipanema and Copacabana or cruise ship portReturns :Returns to the original departure pointWhat could be better than a sightseeing tour of Rio de Janeiro from the air? With a view point from a helicopter, you will have unforgettable views of this
beautiful city, nestled against the backdrop of granite peaks such as Sugar Loaf Mountain rising from Guanabara Bay. On this 9-10 minute helicopter tour with a professional pilot, you can take some of the most spectacular pictures of Rio imaginable, including the Redeemer christ on Corcovado Mountain, overlooking Copacabana Beach
and the Atlantic Ocean.A helicopter tour of Rio de Janeiro begins with a pickup from the hotel. Upon arrival at the heli landing, you will receive a safety briefing and all necessary equipment. Then jump in the helicopter. Let the experienced pilot take you on an unforgettable air tour over the wonderful city of Rio! Flight time for sightseeing
heli-tour is 9-10 minutes - plenty of time to get to Rio's most popular landmarks from the air. Hover over the botanical garden and Tujica National Park. Soar over the golden beaches of Ipanema and Copacabana – and over Sugar Loaf mountain over Guanabara Bay – and see the residential area that lines Lake Rodrigo de Freitas. The
pilot will fly the Christ the Redeemer statue crowned Corcovado Mountain, providing great photo ops of Rio's most famous monument from all angles. After landing the helicopter, you will be dropped off at the hotel.9-10 minute helicopter flightHotel pickup and drop-offGratuities Food and drinks in the magnificent city of Rio de Janeiro is
one of the most popular tourist destinations in Brazil. While there are plenty of ways to really splash out on a luxury holiday in Rio, it's certainly not necessary to have fun while there. Stretching your budget involves staying in a hostel and eating bargains, but that doesn't mean you miss my job. There is a wealth of activities you can enjoy
during your visit to Rio, and this list will help you plan ahead so you can maximize your savings. 7/1 The beaches of Rio are at the heart of social life in the city and laying towels in the sand, soaking up the sun and watching everything go away completely free of charge. Copacabana and Ipanema beaches are the most popular, and here
you can watch beach football on lake or volleyball, while swimming and surfing are also popular activities that you can enjoy by bringing swimwear and care. 02 on 07 Vitor Marigo/Aurora Photos/Getty Images Title Estr. da Cascatinha, 850 - Alto da Boa Vista, Rio de Janeiro - RJ, 20531-590, Brazil Phone +55 21 2491-1700 Inside the city
of Rio, the Tijuca Forest is legendary for exploring the magnificent numerous sidewalks and areas, while it is also an interesting place to explore where you can spot rare plants and some rare wildlife as well. The land was previously used to grow coffee and sugar, but thirty-two square kilometres of forest were re-planted to provide Rio
with a clean supply of drinking water. This is a wonderful place to explore, with some great statues, beautiful wooded areas and some lovely fountains and gardens. 03 from 07 Address R. Primeiro de Março, 66 - Centro, Rio de Janeiro - RJ, 20010-000, Brazil Phone +55 21 3808-2020 Sponsored by the Bank of Brazil, this magnificent art
museum is one of the most popular attractions in the city and is located in a magnificent art-deco building designed by Francisco Joaquin Bethencourt da Silva. The centre hosts regularly changing exhibition and art installations and offers a great platform for the best artists in the country. 04 to 07 Alexander Spatari/Getty Images Title Lapa
- Santa Teresa, Rio de Janeiro - State of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil Known as a bohemian area of the city, Lapa is a fantastic lively area to visit and explore and has attracted many artists and performers, meaning plenty of galleries and public art installations in the area. If you are looking to enjoy the nightlife of the city, Lapa is also one of the
best districts with bars and clubs too! Continue to 5 out of 7 below. 05 at 07 Atlantide Phototravel/Getty Images Address Av. Chile, 245 - Centro - Centro, Rio de Janeiro - RJ, 20031-170, Brazil Telephone +55 21 2240-2669 This cone-shaped building is one of the most impressive modern buildings in the city and is designed in a modern
style in reference to the pyramids that were built by the Mayan people. This magnificent building has room for up to 20,000 worshippers, and there are four huge stained glass windows that offer remarkable religious depictions in these spectacular surroundings. 06 on 07 SambaPhoto / Cassio Vasconcellos / Getty Images One of the most
interesting things you can do in Rio is to head over to the Jockey Club, and while the stands can't be filled with rafters, it's actually a very interesting place to watch racing. You can watch for free from two areas of the stands or enjoy meals from the paid areas of the stadium while place a bet or two if you want to float. 07 on 07 Oliver
Wintzen /Getty Images Address Ladeira de Santa Teresa, 52 - Santa Teresa, Rio de Janeiro - RJ, 20241-140, Brazil Phone +55 21 2224-1040 This popular area of the city is a middle class area that grew around the Santa Teresa Monastery and in the 19th century. Tree-lined streets and winding roads give the area a much more local
feel and it's a wonderful place to explore some lovely boutiques and cafes. Shops.
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